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The transformation of~132! into ~131! on a Pt~110! surface in the course of CO oxidation was
studied through the analysis of both angular and velocity distributions of desorbing product CO2 and
low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! intensity. The intensity of half-order LEED spots decreased
quickly, showing the beginning of the transformation of~132!→~131! just below the kinetic
transition, where the rate-determining step switched from CO adsorption to O2 dissociation. On the
other hand, the angular distribution of desorbing CO2 sharply changed at a CO pressure far above
the kinetic transition, where~132! domains disappeared. Below this approximate CO pressure, CO2

was mostly formed on~132! domains regardless of its reduced area. ©2002 American Vacuum
Society. @DOI: 10.1116/1.1488945#

I. INTRODUCTION

In steady-state CO oxidation on platinum metals, there is
a critical CO pressure at which the rate-determining step
switches from CO adsorption to O2 dissociation. Around this
kinetic transition, the surface species change from O~a!
.CO~a! to O~a!,CO~a!.1 On Pt~110! above the critical pres-
sure, the surface structure changes from~132! to ~131!
when the CO pressure is high enough to reach the threshold
CO~a! coverage for the transformation.2 Around the kinetic
transition, the angular distribution of desorbing CO2 also
changes from a two-directional form collimated along the
local normal of declining~111! terraces of the~132! struc-
ture to normally directed desorption.3 This is because desorb-
ing product CO2 carries a high excess in the translational
energy and holds the site orientation for CO2 formation.4

Thus, the angle-resolved~AR! product desorption measure-
ments provide surface–structural information.

This article is the first to report measurements of angular
and velocity distributions of desorbing CO2 and low-energy
electron diffraction ~LEED! spot intensity at steady-state
conditions. The kinetic transition can be determined from a
sharp decrease of either the CO2 signal or the intensities of
the half-order LEED spots. On the other hand, a complete
surface–structural transformation can be confirmed only by a
sharp change in the angular distribution of CO2.

The chemical oscillation on Pt~110! takes place at some-
what higher CO pressures than the kinetic transition and is
explained by the surface–structural change between~131!
and ~132! forms.5 In the course of the catalyzed reaction
near the oscillation condition, CO~a! and O~a! form separate
domains with peculiar patterns,6,7 and those domains move

on the surface. CO~a! domains are on the~131! form, and
O~a! domains are on the~132! form.6 This situation suggests
that CO2 is merely formed on~132! domains and not on the
boundary between both domains8 because of the much
higher mobility of CO~a! over O~a!.9 Furthermore, CO~a! has
a long surface-residence time on an oxygen-covered area at
elevated temperatures until its removal as CO2.10

AR measurements of desorbing CO2 were applied under
steady-state conditions far from the chemical oscillation, es-
pecially between the kinetic transition and the site- switching
point, where separate domains of CO~a! and O~a! were
stable. CO2 was mostly emitted from~132! domains into
inclined ways in a plane along the@001# direction until the
~132! domains mostly disappeared. This observation indi-
cates a high capacity of~132! domains to produce CO2.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The apparatus consists of a reaction chamber, a chopper
house, and an analyzer.11 All chambers are evacuated by in-
dividual pumping systems. The reaction chamber has
reverse-view LEED and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
optics, an Ar1 gun, and a quadrupole mass spectrometer
~QMS!. In the chopper house, a correlation chopper yielded a
time resolution of 20ms at 98.04 Hz rotation.12 The arrival
times at the ionizer of another QMS in the analyzer were
registered on a multichannel scalar running synchronously
with the chopper rotation. A Pt~110! single crystal of 10 mm
diameter and 1 mm thickness was mounted on the top of a
rotatable manipulator.

During AR steady-state measurements, the chopper disk
was stopped at the position where an open slot was in front
of the first slit. The partial pressures of13CO ~PCO! and O2

~PO2
! were kept constant by dosing gases continuously. The
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crystal was rotated to change the desorption angle~u; polar
angle! in the normally directed plane, including the@001#
direction.13 Hereafter;13C is simply designated as C. The
partial pressures of CO and O2 were monitored with a dif-
ferentially pumped QMS to shield the filament light from the
LEED optics.

III. RESULTS

A. Reaction rate and angular distribution

The steady-state CO2 formation was monitored in the AR
form. It was determined by QMS in the analyzer as the dif-
ference~DCO2! between the signal at the desired angle and
that when the crystal was away from the line-of-sight posi-
tion. The CO2 signal atu525° and 0° increased linearly with
increasingPCO below the kinetic transition, where it de-
creased and showed negative orders in CO, as shown in Fig.
1~a!. The region below the kinetic transition is called the
‘‘active region,’’ and that above it is the ‘‘inhibited region.’’

The angular distributions of desorbing CO2 in the plane
along the@001# direction are shown in Figs. 1~b!–1~e!. At
around the kinetic transition, the distribution split into two
inclined components collimated atu625° @Fig. 1~b!#. Far
above the transition point, the angular distribution became
sharp along the surface normal@Fig. 1~e!#. It should be noted
that the distribution was well split above the kinetic transi-
tion @Fig. 1~c!#.

Figure 1~a! shows the AR signals at bothu525° and
u50° as a function ofPCO. In the active region, the signal at
u525° run above that atu50°, confirming the aforemen-
tioned two-directional desorption. In the inhibited region, the
signal preference atu525° continued to a certain CO pres-
sure, and then the signal atu50° overcame that at 25°. The
CO pressure at which the CO2 signal at u525° becomes
equal to that atu50° is called ‘‘site switching’’ because of
the sharp angular distribution change.3 The CO pressure re-
quired for the site switching was about four times higher
than that at the kinetic transition. Above the site-switching,
the signal in the normal direction was more intense than that
at u525°. AbovePO2

5331025 Torr and belowTS5500 K,
no separation was found between the kinetic transition and
the site switching, and the distribution became a normally
directed form just above the kinetic transition, as shown in
Sec. III D.

B. Velocity distribution

The translational energy can be used to examine the pres-
ence of a desorption component because it is maximized at
the collimation angle in the repulsive desorption.4,14

The translational energy of CO2 was maximized at around
u525° in the active region, being consistent with the two-
directional desorption. Typical velocity distributions atTS

5490 K are shown in Fig. 2. The curve always showed a
single desorption component, i.e., at the present low CO
pressure, the slow component described by a Maxwellian
distribution at the surface temperature was negligibly small.
Each distribution curve was fitted to a single modified Max-

wellian form. The resultant energy is shown in the tempera-
ture units asT^E&5^E&/2k, where^E& is the mean transla-
tional energy and k is the Boltzmann constant. In the active
region, the value reached 18506100 K at u525° and
1600640 K at the normal direction. This maximized trans-
lational temperature atu525° and observed two-directional
desorption indicate CO2 formation on the declining terraces
of ~132! domains. This situation held even above the kinetic
transition below the site switching since the translational
temperature atu525° was still higher than the value at
u50°. Above the site switching, the value atu525° de-
creased to 1550640 K, and the value atu50° increased up
to 17206100 K, indicating that the normally directed de-
sorption started to be dominant. This observation is consis-
tent with an enhanced normally directed desorption compo-
nent above the site switching, as discussed in Sec. IV A.

FIG. 1. ~a! Steady-state AR CO2 signals observed atu525° andu50° with
CO pressures atPO2

5131027 Torr andTS5490 K. @~b!–~e!# Angular dis-
tributions of CO2 in the plane along the@001# direction are shown in polar
coordinates. The signal on the ordinate was normalized to that in the normal
direction at the insert~c!. Typical deconvolutions are drawn by broken and
dotted curves.
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C. LEED study

A ~132! LEED pattern was observed in the active region
@Fig. 3~a!#. On the other hand, a~131! pattern was found
near or above the site-switching point, and the half-order
spots disappeared@Fig. 3~b!#. The intensity profile along the
@001# direction was monitored by a charge coupled device
Video system at the acceleration voltage of 78 eV. The LEED
patterns were taken over a long integration of 5 s because of
the reduced beam current to the level of nonvisible spots.
Such measurements were performed after the steady-state re-
action condition had been established. The intensities of the
half-order spots were significant at low pressures of CO and
disappeared at higher CO pressure@Fig. 3~c!#. The intensity
of one of the half-order spots, which is due to the~132!
domains, is plotted againstPCO in Fig. 4. With increasing
PCO, it decreased quickly in the active region close to the
kinetic transition. It reached about a half value at the kinetic
transition point and decreased further to the constant back-
ground level before the site switching. On the other hand, the
integral order spot intensity slightly increased in the active
region with increasingPCO and decreased slightly above the
kinetic transition. It should be noted that the~132! domains
quickly became weak while the two-directional CO2 desorp-
tion was still major.

The half-order LEED spot intensity is merely due to
~132! domains. Its spot width did not change throughout the
aforementioned measurements, suggesting that the~132! do-
main was larger than the coherent length of LEED optics.15

We estimated the fraction of the~132! domain by assuming
that its area was proportional to the half-order spot intensity.

FIG. 2. Velocity distributions of desorbing CO2 at u50° and u525° at
PO2

5131027 Torr andTs5490 K in ~a! the active region withPCO57.5
31028 Torr, ~b! the boundary between the kinetic transition and the site-
switching withPCO51.631027 Torr, and~c! the inhibited region above the
site switching atPCO55.631027 Torr. The solid curves are drawn by a
modified Maxwellian distribution. The translational temperatures are in-
serted.

FIG. 3. LEED patterns at 78 eV~a! in the active region and~b! above the site
switching. ~c! LEED intensity profiles along the@001# direction at various
PCO values at fixedPO2

of 131027 Torr andTS5490 K.
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The intensity was normalized to the maximum value in the
active region after subtraction of the background level.

D. Borders of the boundary

The kinetic transition shifted to higherPCO values with
increasing eitherTS or PO2

. The logarithm of thePCO values
at the transition is plotted against the reciprocal of the sur-
face temperature in Fig. 5. The line shifted upward with in-
creasingPO2

. It was not sensitive to the surface temperature
and the activation energy was estimated to be 5–10 kcal/mol
as shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the CO pressure at the
site-switching seemed to show some limitation at lowPO2

as
drawn by the dotted line in Fig. 5. The line at 131027 Torr
of O2 yielded the activation energy of 31 kcal/mol. The site
switching coalesced to the line of the kinetic transition when
both lines crossed, i.e., the site switching did not run below
the kinetic transition line. Hence, the boundary region be-
tween the kinetic transition and the site switching became

wider at lowerPO2
and higherTS . At high PO2

, both tran-
sitions took place simultaneously and no boundary region
appeared. As discussed in Sec. IV C, both lines show the
border of surface structure changes, i.e., this figure represents
a surface phase diagram.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Inclined and normally directed desorption

The two-directional desorption reported previously was
well reproduced.3 Under the present lowPCO conditions, the
normally directed desorption did not become predominant,
even at lowerPCO in the active region. The reactive CO2

desorption takes place mostly on declining~111! terraces of
the ~132! form. This is also consistent with the higher trans-
lational energy atu525°, as shown in Fig. 2~a!.14 The pa-
rameters characterizing the two-directional desorption were
determined by fitting a power function of the cosine of the
desorption angle with the observed data just above the ki-
netic transition as cos11(u125)1cos11~u225! @Fig. 1~c!#.
Hereafter, these parameters were used to deconvolute the an-
gular distribution curves.

At high CO pressures above the site switching, CO2 de-
sorption collimated along the surface normal. The~132! re-
construction was lifted into~131!, since no~132! LEED
pattern was found. Probably, the CO coverage exceeds the
half monolayer enough to reach complete conversion.5 On
the ~131! form, CO2 desorption may collimate along the
surface normal as observed on Pd~110! and Ir~110!.16,17 The
observed high translational energy in the normal direction
suggests a sharp angular distribution. However, the apparent
distribution was rather broad, as a cos3 u form. This suggests
that the normally directed distribution includes a contribution
from the inclined component.

The observed angular distribution involved the contribu-
tion from more or less both components. Typical deconvolu-
tions of the angular distributions are shown by broken and
dotted curves in the upper and lower panel in Fig. 1. The
two-directional component was first fitted to the data points,
and the remaining signal after its subtraction was fitted into a
single power function of cosu. The resultant component col-
limated along the surface normal as cos8 u throughout the
conditions used. This sharpness is reasonable when both the
high translational temperature of the inclined component and
the sharpness of the angular distribution are considered. The
apparent distribution of cos3 u above the site switching is too
broad to explain the observed high energy.14

B. CO2 formation on „1Ã2… domains

The contribution to CO2 formation from the inclined com-
ponent and the normally directed one was estimated from the
AR signal atu525° andu50°. Here, the former was fixed to
cos11(u125)1cos11(u225), and the latter to cos8 u. The
correction was made by considering the sharpness of each
desorption component.18 The results are shown in Fig. 6~a!.
In the active region, the inclined component from~132! do-
mains increases with increasingPCO. The normally directed

FIG. 4. LEED spot intensity of both half and integral orders vsPCO. The
accelerating voltage was 78 eV. Each point was accumulated over 5 s.PO2

5131027 Torr andTS5490 K.

FIG. 5. Surface phase diagram. Logarithms ofPCO at the kinetic transition
~closed symbols! and site switching~open symbols! are plotted against the
reciprocal ofTS at differentPO2

values.PO2
/ 1026 Torr was 0.10~d,s!, 3.0

~j,h!, 30 ~l,L!, and 100~m,n!. The activation energy estimated from the
slope is inserted in the unit of kcal/mol. The site-switching line coalesced
with the kinetic transition line after crossing. The former did not run below
the limit shown by the dotted line. As shown by the arrows,~132! domains
increased downward, whereas~131! domains were enhanced upward.
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component is noticeable in this region, probably because of
the CO2 formation on the bottom of the~132! valley.3

Above the kinetic transition, the inclined desorption de-
creased with increasingPCO and reached about 30% of the
maximum at the site switching. It should be noted that this
CO2 formation is still significant near the site switching,
where the half-order LEED spot already disappeared. The
normally directed component becomes noticeable near the
site switching. Above the site switching, this component is
major, but the inclined component is still noticeable. This
comes from the deconvolution procedures involving the nor-
mally directed component of cos8 u. The aforementioned
procedure yields the upper limit of the inclined component.
This component decreases somewhat where the normally di-
rected component is assumed as a broader form.

The total CO2 formation decreased above the kinetic tran-
sition, and the inclined component also decreased. The
former is limited by O2 dissociation, and its decrease indi-
cates that the surface is starting to be covered by CO~a!. In
fact, the formation of CO~a! domains already started below
the kinetic transition, as confirmed by the rapid decrease of
the half-order LEED spot. Domains of adsorbed CO began to
convert ~132! to ~131!. Nevertheless, the inclined compo-
nent shared most of the CO2 formation, indicating that CO2
is merely formed on~132! domains.

This does not exclude the CO2 formation on~131! do-
mains because the normally directed component appeared
below the site switching and became major above it, where
no ~132! domains were detected by LEED. The~132! do-
main has a high capacity for CO2 production, but its capa-

bility is limited by the supply of O~a!. In other words, the
reactivity of O~a! on ~131! domains is less than that on
~132!. This is reminiscent of the results on Pt~113!~132!,18

in which O~a! had a higher reactivity on~111! facets than
that on ~100! facets. These results are consistent with the
smallest adsorption energy of O~a! on ~111! among ~111!,
~100!, and~110! planes.

The ~132! domain produces most of the CO2 even when
its share largely decreases. The CO2 formation rate per unit
area must then be increased. The amount of CO2 formed on
~132! was divided by the half-order spot intensity. The re-
sultant value increased sharply~as much as ten times! with
increasingPCO, as shown in Fig. 6~b!. This high productiv-
ity can be observed only in AR measurements. The comple-
tion of the structure transformation to~131! can be exam-
ined more sensitively by AR measurements than by LEED
because of the high CO2 productivity on~132! domains.

C. Surface phase diagram

At the kinetic transition, CO adsorption balances with the
removal of CO~a!. The latter proceeds mostly as CO2. The
former is less sensitive to the surface temperature, i.e., no
activation energy is required. On the other hand, the latter
process has the activation energy of about 24 kcal/mol.10

However, only 5–10 kcal/mol was obtained from the tem-
perature dependence ofPCO at the kinetic transition. This
suggests that the reactant density at the transition, especially
the CO~a! density, increased with decreasingTS .

The site switching can be determined only from the angu-
lar distribution measurements. The sensitivity is due to the
high capacity of CO2 formation on~132! domains. The site
switching is completed in a narrow CO pressure range after
the disappearance of the~132! domain. This critical CO
pressure must be the threshold value to reach a half mono-
layer because of the complete conversion to~131!.5 This
pressure must shift to higher values with increasing O2 pres-
sure because of the enhanced removal of CO~a! as CO2. The
observed activation energy was 31 kcal/mol atPO2

51
31027 Torr. It is expected to increase more at lowerPO2

to
the heat of CO adsorption, about 35 kcal/mol.19 On the other
hand, with increasingPO2

, it decreased to 7 kcal/mol at
PO2

5331025 Torr, becoming close to the value determined
from the oscillation.2 The physical meaning of the site-
switching point became clearer than it was in our previous
work, in which a rapid change of surface structures was
assumed.3 In fact, at this point, the structure change from
~132! to ~131! form is complete, as confirmed by LEED
observation in the present work.

Sustained oscillations can be observed when the kinetic
transition overlaps with the site switching because both the
transition and switching are required in one oscillation cycle.
In fact, between the kinetic transition and the site switching,
the oscillation in CO2 formation disappeared after several
cycles even when it happened. The aforementioned boundary
will provide a suitable stage for examining product desorp-
tion dynamics on reaction sites with different structures.

FIG. 6. ~a! Variation of the amount of CO2 in the inclined desorption~j!
and the normally directed one~h!, with PCO at the steady-state reaction
conditions.TS was 490 K, andPO2

was 131027 Torr. ~b! The CO2 produc-
tivity on ~132! domains is the ratio of the total inclined desorption to the
half-order LEED spot intensity.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Angular distributions of desorbing CO2 and the surface
structure transformation of~132! into ~131! on Pt~110! in
the course of CO oxidation were studied through the analysis
of both AR product measurements and LEED intensity. The
results are summarized next.

~1! CO2 is highly formed on the declining~111! terraces of
~132! domains, except for high CO pressures above the
site switching;

~2! The productivity of CO2 per unit area of~132! domains
increases more than ten times in the inhibited region; and

~3! The site switching observed from angular distribution
changes is sensitive to the disappearance of~132! do-
mains.
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